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The regulation on specific provision for the support from the European Regional 
Development Fund to the European territorial cooperation goal (later ETC) outlines a set of 
rules applicable to instruments of cross border cooperation, transnational cooperation and 
interregional cooperation.

1. Necessary clarifications 

According to the Article 1 the General Regulation and I-[chapter] of the ERDF are applied to 
the ETC, unless specifically otherwise regulated. It is however not always completely clear, 
when the General Regulation and the ERDF apply to the ETC (it is eg. obvious, that the 4th 
Article of the ERDF can not be applied to ETC, even though this is not explicitly stated). 
Therefore already in the General regulation and the first chapter of the ERDF it should be 
mentioned in a clear manner, when the regulation is not applicable to the ETC.

1. Main questions for the discussion 

1.1 Overall financing of the ETC

European Parliament has asked for a strengthened role and financing (7% of the cohesion 
funds) for the territorial cooperation objective in the Sanchez-Schmidt report in the spring 
2010. The European Parliament underlined its European value added via ETC's potential as a 
source of competitiveness, creating a feeling of community and shared future as well as in 
lessening the impact of borders in the internal market. The European Commission's Interreg 
III ex-post evaluation for the period 2000-2006 offers convincing evidence of the added 
value: 1030 infrastructure projects, more than 18 000 km of roads built or funded, 115 200 job 
opportunities created, 5800 start-ups and businesses directly or indirectly established or 
safeguarded and almost 12 000 cooperation networks and structures brought into being. 

Instead of proposing the 7% asked by the Parliament, the Commission has put out a figure 
3,48%. Are the rapporteurs ready to reiterate the position for the strengthened role of the ETC 
and asking more than proposed in the Commission proposal? 

The Commission has expressed that there might be an increased need for funding in the 
programmes falling under transnational and interregional cooperation. In order to take into 
consideration the needs in different member states and regions the allocations could be 
tackled by reintroducing the principle of 15% flexibility between the strands, which exists in 
the current period but can not be found in the Commission proposal. The rapporteur has asked 
the Commission to provide some data on the past experiences concerning the use of this 
flexibility method. Do the rapporteurs consider that reintroducing the flexibility, enabling the 
member states to transfer funds up to 15% between the strands A, B and C according to the 
needs within their regions could be a solution to possible differences between the member 
states needs? 

The Commission proposes the maximum of 75% co-financing to all member states in order to 
simplify the management of the programmes. Is the co-financing rate for the ETC acceptable 
to the shadow rapporteurs as proposed by the Commission?

Is the 6% (proposed minimum TA amount 1,5 Mio euro) for the technical support accepted by 
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the shadows? The rule of thumb seems to be that the smaller the project, the bigger the 
relative costs for technical support seem to be. Should we ask a study from the Commission 
clarifying the differing needs for technical support on the multinational and multiregional 
projects? As one of the main concerns for the programmes is to ensure a proper 
implementation, is there maybe need for a greater flexibility in the national level in order to 
get the structures of the cooperation programmes functioning? The rapporteur has asked the 
Commission to provide data on the absorption rate and difficulties in the completion of the 
ETC projects in order to draw conclusions for the coming period.

It should also be noticed that the ETC regulation has implications to the ENI regulation and in 
the implementation of the EU's external programmes. This interdependence has to be 
considered, also when discussing financing the ETC. Part of the ETC funding is earmarked to 
the ENI cross-border cooperation, where a corresponding amount of funding has to be found 
under the ENI/IPA programme [Art. 4]. 

1.2 Thematic objectives and investment priorities

Art. 9 of the Common Provisions Regulation defines 11 thematic objectives for
the CSF funds that should be further translated into specific priorities in each
fund. The Article 5 of the ETC regulation reiterates these objectives, with the exception of the 
interregional cooperation programmes, where all thematic objectives may be selected.

In the case of the ETC, the current proposal disregards the complexity and some of the 
challenges faced by border regions (e.g. limited accessibility to services of general economic 
interest) and by transnational cooperation areas (e.g. demographic change). The limitation of 
choice of thematic priorities to maximum four should be discussed and reconsidered for the 
ETC programmes; otherwise it will not be possible to select the most appropriate combination 
of solutions to common challenges. The thematic objectives of the ETC should correspond to 
its special nature and not necessarily be copied from mainstream programmes.

Cross-border cooperation areas have historically benefited from investment priorities such as 
transport accessibility. The Commission seems to accept the idea of infrastructure support in 
CBC programmes. However, the rapporteur as well as the majority of the shadow rapporteurs 
have asked for more explicit provisions on support for basic infrastructure especially due to 
the significance of such investments in the CBC OP's. It should be proposed that the 
cooperation programmes can continue working on these objectives, also taking into 
consideration the fact, that the parliament asked for an improved coordination between the 
TEN, particularly concerning transport and energy and cross-border infrastructure [ A7-
0222/2011]

Are the themes presently on the paper sufficient to cover the needs of cross boarder, 
transnational and interregional cooperation? If deemed necessary, how can a greater regional 
flexibility be guaranteed, some common starting point is needed in order to create output 
indicators as well?

One of the proposals from the shadows has been that the member states, in close cooperation 
with the regions, could choose three (3) themes from the list proposed by the Commission and 
define one (1) theme from the basis of the needs of the regions/OP's participating. The 
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funding could go to these priorities according to the principle 3/1 (80% / 20%). Would the 
shadows welcome this idea and are there any technical hinders for proposing this? Embedding 
macro-regional strategies as an additional thematic objective within the transnational strand? 
In fact, macroregional strategies are one investment priority under the strand B [Art. 6(b)] in 
the Commission proposal.

1.3 Eligibility

There are no major proposals for changes in the eligibility [art. 3] and the continuation of the 
current programming areas is proposed.

Joint approaches and rules for eligibility of expenditures would be beneficial. European 
Commission should (in line with Art 17(1) ETC Reg.) adopt a delegated act to establish 
specific rules on eligibility of expenditure. 

1.4 Simplification of management and control [Art 64 and 117 Gen Reg and Art 24 ETC 
Reg) 

In the management of the programmes [art. 22] it is proposed that the managing authorities 
(MA) are incorporated with the certifying authorities (CA). The MA's would fulfil the 
functions of the present certifying authorities - enabling ETC programmes to reduce the layers 
of control and cut down on potentially duplicating functions. In some instances it could also 
reduce the burden of beneficiaries, as the number of authorities implementing independent 
controls would reduce. The rapporteur has received very positive feedback on this. The 
merging of the MA and CA is, however, not optional for the ETC [Art.22 ETC Regulation]. 

So far only one organisation has been in contact to express their worries in the merging of the 
authorities. Do shadows have any comments on the proposal and do they see any potential 
problems with it? What is the view of the regions, beneficiaries to the simplification? The 
parliament should make sure that the implementation of the programmes will not suffer, but 
also that there is a reduced burden for the beneficiaries.

Reimbursement of staff costs on the basis of the flat rate is proposed by the Commission. Is a 
15% flat rate for staff costs (art.18) too high/low? Should a flat rate be used for other costs as 
well? Do the shadows have other possible concrete proposals for further simplification in the 
flat rate -proposals? 

1.5 Conditionality & indicators

The committee of regional development has taken a critical view to the question of macro 
economical conditionality so far. The ex-ante conditionality would be the national capacities 
for fulfilling the EU2020 main goals (innovation, SME-policies, climate and energy, labour, 
sectoral laws and directives etc). Ex-post conditionalities would be comparing the results with 
the objectives set as well as conclusions, should the objectives not be met. 
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What is the view of the shadows to the ex-ante and ex-post conditionalities in the context of 
ETC?
Do the shadows agree that the proposed list of indicators might not reflect the specificity of 
cooperation objectives and that it could be revised. The indicators could be removed from the 
ETC Regulation and approved later in the form of implementing act, this would give more 
time to prepare good list of common ETC indicators.

1.6 Partnership Agreement (Art. 7(5) ETC Reg)

A clarification is necessary as to what should be the scope of agreement to the programme to 
be submitted by the MS and how far it differs from current ETC practice.. The requirement 
for coordination among the various Funds (art.  7.2 (c) ETC Reg.) needs further clarification. 

Also, what will be the specific texts, provisions, issues that need to be addressed in the OPs 
under the ETC?

1.7 Comitology (Articles 29-33 of the ETC regulation)

The Rapporteur will look into the provisions to see if the proposed use of a 
delegated/implementing act is necessary. Do the shadows already have comments on this 
point? 


